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LARY~~UEEN PROBLEM* 
Received 19 Ianu~y 19% 
WC show that the modular n-queen prohlcm has a solutton if and only if gcd(n, 6,) = I. We give 
a class of solutions for all thcsc n. 
The modular n-queen problem may be stated as follows. Make an n x n 
chessboard into a torus by identifying opposite sides. We want to place n queens on 
this board in such a way that none of them attack any other queen. Mathematically, 
if Z* denotes the integers (mod n), we want to find a function f : Z,, ---* Zn such that 
x w f(x), x H f(x) - x, and x I+ f(x) + x all are injective. It is known that no 
solution exists if n is even (31. 
TINOW~ 1. 77~ modular n-queen problem has Q solution if and only if 
gcd(n, 6) = 1. 
Pt . Suppose f is a solution and let 
v- (mod n) and T = T xffx) (mod rr j. 
z =o 
Since f(x ) is injective 
nd SO, since f(x ) + x and f(x) - x are injective 
n 1 
S + 2 mi xf(x ) + “i x ’ = 2s + 2T (mod tz) 
L -(I I **(I 
’ and S 2s - 2T (mod n ). Hence 2S 3 0 (mod c), that is. 
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which is possible only if gcd(n, 3) = 1. Since n is odd we have gcd( n, 6) = 1. On the 
other hand, if gcd(n, 6) = 1, then f(x ) = 2x is a solu ticn. 
More general we have the following theorem. If n = fl:. ,p?, let Pm = I-r:, ,p, and 
II* = I@,‘. 
Theorem 2. Let gcd(n, 6) = i . !f 
. 
gwa 1- l)a,(a,+ l),n)= 1 anda, =O(modP..) $vi 21. ihenf(x) = r:o,xi , Q-0 
is ca 5:olution to the modular tt-queen problem. 
proof. Let E E { -. 1, (IV 1) and suppose f(x ) + a E f(y ) + ey (mad n h k 
Then 
(x -y)((a,+e)+M}=O(modn) 
where 
Suppose p is 3 prime drviding gcd(n, + F + M, n). Then p 1 n and so p 
Furtherp Ia, +E i-M andsop la,-!- (r which is impossible since gcd(u, + c, n) = 1. 
Hence gcd(a, -t F + M, n) = 1 and so x = y (mod n ). Therefore f(x ) + cx is injcc- 
rive (mod n ). 
Bruen and Dixon [ 11 found non-linear solutions for n a pime > 11. Theorem 2 
gives non-linear solutions for all pt which divicie at least OI e prime to the sccand 
pov4 cr. 
Proof. Suppose that f(x) = x: _(I (1~7; ’ and g (u ) = 6:a,lb,x’ bath are solutions of the 
form given in Theorem 2 and that f (x ) g (x ) (mod n) for all x E Z,. We may 
assume that r = s by letting strme a,% or some b,‘s be zero. Then 
(ii) l-lo= f (0) = g (0) =f h,, (mod II). lnnd (a t -t 41~) b, + b, (mod Psi ). 
Hence 
(Z) a, = b, (mod P,). 
Let a, - b, = P,,c, for i >s 1. Then 
(3) c:.=Ic,x’ =Q(modn*) for all x. 
onl: the other hand if (I), (21, and (3) are sati:$kd, then f (x ) = g (x ) (mod cz ) for 
x. Thus. the number of choices for CL,, is n. Tho number of choices of u, is the same 
as the number of Q I such that 0 < aI < P, and gcd((@ l - I )a,(~ I + 1). H) = 1; this 
number is fl, p_ (p - 3) = n,.@ ‘- 3), see [I!. p. 147). Finally the number of distinct 
polynomial function s (mod ~1 *) having constant term 0 k, , 
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